
The validation of prior learning (VPL) is a new path leading to formal qualifications that gives importance to experience. The two main tools used in qualification procedures to validate prior learning are the assessment portfolio (list of the candidate’s knowledge and competencies based on prior learning) and the competency profile (list of knowledge and competencies needed to obtain a formal qualification). The qualification procedure itself entails self-assessment (i.e. drafting an assessment portfolio listing all prior learning), assessment by experts (i.e. comparison of assessment portfolio with competency profile), complementary training (if required to fill observed gaps in training), and issuance of a formal qualification to successful candidates.

How do these experts manage to compare assessment portfolios, which are always individual and specific to a given context, with a competency profile, which is always general by definition? How do they define the prior learning that they seek to validate? And what activities enable the experts to weigh these two heterogeneous elements? The Swiss Vocational Teaching Institute (SIBP, now SFIVET) created an innovative observation and analysis tool to determine exactly how experts perform their assessments. This tool provides answers to the various questions mentioned above, which are important for all VPL stakeholders.

Inspired by theoretical notions taken from training assessment and VPL, this study presents two trains of thought concerning assessment activities and their focus. As the analysis is presented, it becomes increasingly clear that a change of paradigm is taking place, one that requires specific assessment activities and the joint efforts of all VPL stakeholders to find common ground so that they can carry out their respective tasks in a way that falls in line with VPL principles.


A comparative study of German and Swiss VPL approaches in the ICT sector; presented to the above-mentioned international congress - EN


A short presentation of the Interreg III Project COGITO, which seeks to develop a standard competency profile through joint efforts. Such a competency profile would include validation standards and assessment criteria for bricklayers working between Italy and Switzerland; the project forms the basis for further developments, both at the European and local levels (EU Lifelong Learning Project “Trasfobuilding”, Interreg IV project VALID.O, a possible pilot VPL project in the building sector sponsored by the Cantons of Geneva and Ticino as well as by social partners within the framework of the VPL Platform)

A short presentation of the case study “Interpret”, which is a qualification procedure for community interpreters sponsored by the Interpret Association within the framework of a general project that is jointly funded by the Federal Office of Public Health (FOPH) and the Federal Foreigners Commission (FFC)

https://plone.unige.ch/sites/admee08/symposiums/j-s2/j-s2-2/


An understanding of political, legal, methodological and organisational aspects is required in order to assess and analyse the current VPL situation in Switzerland. This study shows that the VPL structure and know-how are already in place. All that remains is the desire to develop things further…


Editorial taken from a special VPL section in issue 4 of the Panorama magazine.


How to identify and assess competencies developed while performing household chores, raising children and taking part in volunteer activities? How to give professional recognition to these competencies? The UND Centre has developed a working tool for this purpose. The results show that only a few more challenges still need to be overcome. The new framework directives issued by the Confederation should help improve the situation.


This OPET-commissioned report presents a general overview of VPL practices in the area of general education throughout Switzerland together with corresponding recommendations. The report shows that there is a lack of consensus regarding the meaning of “adult education”, which has resulted in a fragmentation of VPL practices. The report recommends that “general education”, “adult education” and “VPL in general education” concepts be clearly defined. Specifically, this would entail the following: • clarifying the legal framework • describing the meaning and purpose of adult education and the competencies that adults need to develop • positioning "other qualification procedures" in relation to upper-secondary level VET programmes • proposing complementary training based on adult training principles • respecting VPL principles in qualification procedures and assessment approaches • bringing the three main partners within the VET/PET sector (i.e. Confederation, Cantons and professional organisations) together to decide what position general education should hold in qualification procedures.


National VPL Guidelines drafted on the basis of lessons learnt from OPET’s national VPL project. The National VPL Guidelines serve as a reference and working tool for anyone wishing to establish qualification procedures to validate prior learning in the upper-secondary level VET or tertiary-level PET sectors. The publication contains national directives ensuring the comparability and quality of qualification procedures, two characteristics that are critically important for long-term acceptance. When necessary, the experience and knowledge gained from (pilot) projects to develop and introduce qualification procedures are used to periodically update the National VPL Guidelines.


The National VPL Guidelines Supplement provides clarifications of competency profiles, assessment criteria and general education requirements, which are basic tools in the VPL process. The supplement also includes comments on additional verification methods along with practical examples and recommendations.


This article presents the scientific results obtained from an OPET project to introduce a collective qualification procedure for the validation of prior learning at SwissPost. This project was intended to enable identification of the competencies of a group of SwissPost employees with the same professional experience. Once identified, these competencies were compared with a competency profile to determine eligibility for a Federal VET Diploma in logistics management.


A short presentation of Swiss experiences in the area of VPL and RPL, including detailed references to the National VPL Guidelines drafted by the VPL Platform.


SwissPost employees who completed SwissPost’s internal training programme now have the possibility of obtaining a Federal VET Diploma. Prior learning is taken into account and targeted complementary training provided if necessary. This qualification procedure was developed through the joint efforts of SwissPost, the Federal Office for Professional Education and Technology (OPET) and other partners.
Adults lacking a formal qualification in a given occupational field now have the possibility of obtaining a formal qualification if they can demonstrate that they have at least five years of experience in the given occupational field. The qualification issued through a qualification procedure to validate prior learning must be equivalent to a qualification issued through traditional training plan routes. In order to do this, a national VPL framework is absolutely essential.


The two main tools used in qualification procedures to validate prior learning are the assessment portfolio (list of the candidate’s knowledge and competencies based on prior learning) and the competency profile (list of knowledge and competencies needed to obtain a formal qualification). The qualification procedure itself entails self-assessment (i.e. drafting an assessment portfolio listing all prior learning), assessment by experts (i.e. comparison of assessment portfolio with competency profile), complementary training (if required to fill observed gaps in training), and issuance of a formal qualification to successful candidates.

The ValiPoste project sponsored by the Federal Office for Professional Education and Technology (OPET) and SwissPost, in partnership with the Cantons and professional organisation enables SwissPost employees to obtain a Federal VET Diploma in logistics management on the basis of their prior learning (i.e. experience working at SwissPost and completion of SwissPost’s now obsolete internal training programme).

The ValiDist subproject described in this publication led to the introduction of a qualification procedure for distribution personnel who have at least five years of professional experience in this field and who completed SwissPost’s now obsolete internal training programme. Within this framework, the Swiss Federal Institute for Vocational Education and Training (SFIVET) was commissioned by OPET and SwissPost to conduct a study to determine the knowledge and professional, methodological and social competencies that all SwissPost distribution personnel share. This information was then used to draft the competency profile used in the qualification procedure.

The scientific and methodological underpinnings of this project led to a two-tiered approach: a practical one based on the collective validation of shared professional knowledge and competencies as well as a theoretical one based on an equivalency procedure to assess training content.
Useful Web sites:

Confederation
www.admin.ch*
www.bbt.admin.ch*
www.validacquis.ch

Cantons
www.cebig.ch
www.csfp.ch
www.edk.ch*
www.geneve.ch
www.orientation.ch

Tertiary-level type A institutions
www.cohep.ch*
www.crus.ch*
www.hes-so.ch
www.iffp-suisse.ch*
www.kfh.ch*
www.oaq.ch*
www.sassa.ch
www.sbf.admin.ch*
www.unige.ch*

Non-formal and informal sector
www.alice.ch*
www.arra.ch
www.ch-q.ch
www.dossier-benevolat.ch
www.ecap.ch
www.educa.ch*
www.effe.ch
www.inter-pret.ch
www.retravailler.org
www.valida.ch

* Content also available in English.